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Sounding Black-ish: West Indian Pidgin
in London Performance and Print

Roxann Wheeler

In almost any week of the 1790s, a Londoner could hear and see a range
of antiracist and antislavery performances in either standard English or stylized
West Indian pidgin. Although they appeared independently of a connection to the
stage, so-called Negro songs and pidgin speech were customarily part of farces,
two-act afterpieces or one-act musical dramas, which means that they occurred
second or third after the main dramatic piece. Popular actresses and young actors singing Negro songs in blackface makeup could be heard at Covent Garden,
Drury Lane, the Haymarket, and the Royal Circus in Lambeth. Charles Dibdin’s
table entertainments in central London, playing about half the year from 1789
through 1805, usually featured at least one ballad in pidgin, and his signature collections of songs also included them.1 To hear the latest songs and see favorite or
new singers was the main reason some Londoners attended theater; the addition
of new songs could refresh any play already in the repertoire. The early century
popularity of ballad operas and the midcentury introduction of comic operas established high expectations for vocal, musical, and dancing entertainment. Negro
songs began appearing regularly in 1790s’ songsters, which featured old favorites
and current stage hits, and in individual play texts with lyrics, both for at-home
entertainment. Although Negro song originally meant a song sung by an African
in his own language, and so incomprehensible to Britons, these latter century ballads and airs, sung by impersonators of slave characters, typically criticized slave
owners’ un-Christian chicanery: “Massa one bit of ground bestow, / Make negro
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work a Sunday, / Soon something good begin to grow, / Take it away a Monday: /
Chingaring, Chingaring, never mind, / No use to fret about it; / Buckra yam, yam,
but negrokind / Forced to go widout it.”2
The sudden ubiquity of Negro songs is one of several forms of popular
evidence that belies Wylie Sypher’s influential but erroneous claim: “From 1791
to 1800 there is a decisive ebb in anti-slavery writing, except in doctrinaire prose
fiction. Defenders of slavery become active, and the new generation is not much
concerned with the sorrows of the Negro. Events in France are too momentous.”3
Sypher’s archival research has been unmatched by subsequent scholars, but he overestimates the impact of the French Revolution on antislavery, undervalues juvenile
fiction, which was reliably antiracist and antislavery and which outsold most other
forms of the novel, and miscalculates the commercial and symbolic significance
of pidgin on the comedic stage. Sypher was bothered by the artificiality of generic
conventions when it came to the representation of Africa and Africans, but it is
to these stylized practices that we should attend if we wish to understand the way
that genre and innovation interrelate or the way that art and politics intersect.
Studying the stage itself—the repertoire, the actors, the roles, and the prevalence
of singing—yields significant insight into entertainment practices that have been
misconstrued today.4
Most historical West Indian pidgin speakers were slaves or former slaves
and therefore of the lowest social order; they belonged to a larger group, nonetheless, that encompassed regional-dialect and foreign speakers for whom standard
English was a second language. Unlike other regional and ethnic dialects, however,
West Indian pidgin was a new language. Derived from forced labor and global
profit networks, and spoken mainly on plantations, pidgin combined words and
syntax from both West African and British regional dialects. Long the sole interest
of antiquarians and linguists, pidgin only recently has commanded sophisticated
literary-historical investigation. Dialect, region, and ethnicity functioned in multiple
ways in eighteenth-century representation, and most academics no longer accept
without qualification the notion that a character’s nonstandard English serves merely
to demean. The most convincing scholarship demonstrates the way that dialect
in print and performance usually signaled both the otherness and vitality associated with “bad English.”5 As a phenomenon of the midcentury London stage, the
representation of West Indian pidgin has not been analyzed separately but instead
folded into recent studies of Irish, Scottish, and Jewish characters. Black characters
frequently shared the stage with other dialect speakers, and they all sounded more
or less alike.6 A slave’s speech differed from a Yorkshireman’s mainly by “additional lexical accessories, such as ‘massa’ or ‘buckra.’”7 Assimilating all regional,
religious, and foreign dialects into one invented comic stage dialect produced a
rough equivalence among nonstandard English speakers.8 The representation of
West Indian pidgin is best regarded, then, as one of several related theatrical and
print culture practices.
As suggestive as this multiethnic context is, a narrower focus better illuminates a new practice. West Indian pidgin, I argue, became the form in which
writers expressed the common slave experience. Everyday characters and ordinary
plights belong to the genre of comedy; these characters usually spoke regional
dialect, slang, insult, and other kinds of nonstandard English. By contrast, theatri-
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cal noble Negroes and powerful Moors, such as Othello, Oroonoko, and Zanga,
uttered blank verse in tragedies; at stake was the downfall of exceptional figures,
not their common plight with other slaves. Aural and visual elements of comedy
trade in cartoonish types: understandably, farce, in particular, has not seemed to
be fertile ground for antiracist or antislavery study.9 Both serious novelists and
comedic playwrights came to employ West Indian pidgin as a sign of the speaker’s
common, or low class, origin and experience of slavery—as much as a marker of
race. The impetus was equally to establish the speaker’s typicality and authority.
Recent critics have claimed that eighteenth-century black characters, like race itself,
were overdetermined phenomena, being either ambiguous or ambivalent, and based
in Britons’ anxiety about racial intermixture, slavery, or empire.10 On the contrary,
comedic black characters arguably were underdetermined in pidgin-speaking roles
because of their persistent connection to a small number of contemporary antislavery codes. First represented at length in the didactic prose fiction of Daniel Defoe,
West Indian pidgin became a staple of a serious juvenile fiction and a commercial
hit on the comedic stage for the next 150 years only in the late 1780s. As the preeminent sound of transatlantic black speakers, “dialect ceased to be a major form
[only] in the Harlem Renaissance.”11
For most of the century, pidgin-speaking slave and servant characters had
little commercial purchase; suddenly, however, Negro songs became all the rage,
and the stock slave character assumed a prominent place in entertainment culture.
“A New Negro Song” (1790) begins with an adult casting back to his African childhood when he was sold into slavery and forcibly transported to a sugar colony; this
typical slave character sings the narrative of his life to a concerned but uninformed
Briton: “Me be one poor slave, brought into Barbado, / Ven one pickaninny, such
de cruel trado; / How me vetch and carry, now go here and dere, sir, / Dey no let
me rest, dey for black man no care, sir, / Now chain’d like de horse, and de weder
hot, / Vipt along de road, poor negro go to pot.” The owner’s hard heartedness is
echoed by his children who treat the slave contemptuously; the singer relates his
humiliation: “De Pickaninnies too, de littel [sic] boy and miss, sir, / De[y] laugh
and call me name, and tump [sic] me wit dere fis, sir; / Yet me must not complain,
poor negro must endure it.”12 Unusually, the song writer makes the pidgin word
pickaninny the thematic connection between the two stanzas to make the conventional antiracist argument that black and white are the same, only differentiated by
slavery.13 “Here and dere” and “me wish dat I was dying,”14 the trademark lyrics
and refrain, respectively, from the slave character Mungo’s most popular song in
Isaac Bickerstaff’s frequently performed comic opera The Padlock (1768), are rearticulated in a serious tone.
Attributed to Mr. Johnson of Norwich, “A New Negro Song” was to be
sung to the old country dance tune “Bobbin Joan.” His choice of this familiar music
conveys that the slave speaker was for British audiences imagined as “one of us,”
and, as I will argue, so does the sound of the pidgin.15 By the late 1780s, pidgin
functions as a special kind of regional British dialect. Negro songs in pidgin tell
essentially the same story as those in standard English but with additional “low”
details about forced labor and dehumanizing violence. In the present, scholars have
tended to belittle the power of poetry or performance that does not call outright
for the end of slavery, but we misunderstand the codes of the era: the preponder-
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ance of songs pitch the terrible conditions of West Indian slavery and either the
slave’s grim endurance or his wish for death, which were widely understood to be
antislavery, not just anti-slave trade, sentiments.16 Simply representing the point of
view of enslaved people was sometimes tantamount to an antislavery perspective.17
Popular culture rarely plays by the same rules as legislation, judicial decision, or
financial markets.
It is the pidgin form of Negro songs, rather than their content, that was
new in the late 1780s. Pidgin-speaking characters most frequently functioned as
satiric agents and moral exemplars. Some Negro songs resemble the literature of
complaint, which harks back to the Middle Ages. Rural types had long criticized
the luxury of the court and servants their unfeeling masters: slave figures followed
suit and added the specificity of racism to the pernicious effects of some pridefilled, avaricious, tyrannical, and excessively corrupt nominal Christians. In this
kind of song, the slave points to a grave defect that must be remedied.18 Other
Negro songs, however, represented the flip side of this same coin: free black servant
characters praised ideal masters, specifically for the slave’s emancipation, education, and dignified treatment. A tenant, child, or servant’s gratitude was universally
considered the appropriate return for a father or master’s benevolence and had been
standard in the philosophy of the passions and governance as well as in religious
and conduct literature from Locke onward. The preferred social glue of patriarchy,
gratitude, in the audible and gestural forms of praise and obedience, was the only
recompense a dependent could offer a benefactor for material assistance.19 In this
same vein, some dramatic plots, especially in prose fiction, imagine a benevolent
master’s employment of his own former slave, a model that stems from Roman
practice and that was well known from classical literature.20 All of these deeply
engrained practices and beliefs gave rise to what sounding black sounded like to
readers and audiences.
Negro songs performed on the comedic stage helped to normalize the notion of free black servants thriving in enlightened British households. A number
of these roles were played by singing actresses. Songs in praise of a benevolent
master, like rural songs generally, were supposed to be delivered simply but feelingly; the singer’s appearance of youth and innocence was key to success, which
partially may explain the habit of casting young actresses in these roles. Nineteen
when she was Rosario in James Cobb’s three-act comic opera Love in the East;
or, Adventures of Twelve Hours (1788), Miss Romanzini played what for her was
a typical servant role but cross-dressed, in copper or black textiles or makeup,
and speaking pidgin. A reviewer noted approvingly of “little Romanzini” that she
“played her part with great innocence and naivete, and sung her airs in a most
pretty and pleasing manner.”21 Despite being a free “Indian servant” to Warnford
in Calcutta, Rosario introduces the topicality of slavery. Alone on stage, he praises
his absent employer’s actions and words: “He be good massa—give me money for
my poor father—never say to me rogue—rascal—but always speakee kind, and call
my own name.”22 Rosario then repeats his gratitude in an air. Materially generous,
Warnford also declines to use common insults of masters to male servants (on and
off the stage); he treats Rosario with dignity. Rosario’s brief monologue is also a
code that equates a master’s kind deeds with gentle words and violent gestures with
abusive speech. This specifically antislavery code recurs in Archibald Maclaren’s
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The Negro Slaves (1799) when the plantation slave Quaco responds to his owner
who has just struck him for inattention: “I did not think you spoke to me: rogue
and villain is not my name.”23
Theatrical black servants who introduce the topicality of slavery frequently
praise an ideal master figure that excludes all slave owners. Also originally played
by Miss Romanzini (now Mrs. Bland), Juba sings “The Poor Black Boy” to the
strumming of a guitar in the opening scene of Prince Hoare’s The Prize; or, 2, 5,
3, 8 (1793). Juba’s song simply relates his love of and fidelity to his master; it is
the just reward for the man who had purchased his freedom and tended him when
he was ill. A reviewer commented that the song “excit[ed] the tender sentiments
[of the audience] for which it was written.”24 Subsequently, Miss Grainger, Mrs.
Harlowe, Mrs. Roffey, Master Welsh, and Master de Camp all played Juba in this
frequently performed musical farce. At the beginning of her Drury Lane career,
Romanzini/Bland had taken over the singing chambermaid parts from a retiring
actress; her mezzo-soprano voice most commonly lent itself to the English ballad
style. The servant roles and the ballad form in which she excelled both helped to
domesticate as “one of us” the pidgin-speaking foreign servant, or slave stand-in,
characters that she played.
The comedic stage sometimes presented slaves themselves as quintessentially English in their desire for freedom—again, modeling the way that ordinary
black characters were “just like us” and therefore worthy of regard. A love of
Britain was code for patriotic love of freedom from slavery. Mrs. Martyr sang “an
entire new Negro Boy’s song,” composed by William Shield, for her 11 May 1797
benefit performance at Covent Garden. During the evening, Martyr played the
young Cymbalo, the beleaguered slave of the blocking figure, the Spanish sergeant
Gasper, in John Cartwright Cross’s one-act The Surrender of Trinidad; a Dramatic
Piece (1797). The master and slave duo operate in the farcical mode, but the tone
shifts briefly to sentiment whenever Cymbalo criticizes Gasper and whenever the
English heroine is introduced. Cymbalo sympathizes with Susan’s captivity: “I have
feel de lash of severity too bitterly myself, not to pity de sufferings of others.”25
On the surface, Cymbalo’s role is to help Susan escape from the Spanish jailor; on
a deeper level, the slave figure is amusingly didactic. About his lecherous master,
who aims to seduce Susan, Cymbalo exclaims: “Ah! your Heart blacker dan poor
negro’s face.”26 Typical of farce, this pun is ironic: it plays on Britons’ common
color prejudice by inverting it. Initially calculated to raise the audience’s laughter
about the multiple negative connotations of black color, the pun highlights Gasper’s white complexion as in tension with his evil intentions and Cymbalo’s black
appearance as in tension with his good heart. The pun is in the spirit of the satiric
adage that appearances can be deceiving. Unbeknownst to him, Cymbalo reassures
Susan when she overhears him promise: “poor Blacka Boy bring comfort bye and
bye—me love you—me love your Countree.” He exits the scene, and the jailed
heroine Susan exclaims approvingly to the audience: “Love my Country! Then your
Heart beats in unison with mine.”27 Cymbalo’s monologue and song, as well as
Susan’s expression of sentimental kinship, firmly situate Cymbalo as “one of us.”
Cymbalo’s ensuing song is the vocal centerpiece that precedes his helping Susan
escape by blacking her up and passing her off as his twin, another way of making the two characters appear to be the same. Cymbalo’s name works on at least
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two levels. Roughly meaning “noise,” cymbals, although originating in Turkey,
had been musical instruments associated with European military bands since the
midcentury. The night’s patriotic entertainment concluded with the cast singing
“Rule Britannia!” Both the visual and aural cues are unmistakably symbolically
inclusive of the foreign slave character.28
Cross wrote Negro songs for more than one audience, and Cymbalo serves
again as a generic, antislavery character, but with a different tone and subject matter, later that summer at Jones’s Royal Circus. For one month, Young Standen sang
“The favourite Negro Song” in Cross’s In Love, in Debt, & in Liquor; or, Our Way
in Wales (1797), a musical drama that explored various social ills. This one song,
Cymbalo’s humorous but satirical complaint about English racism among a set of
trendy, aspirational young men, was so popular that it continued to be heard as
a standalone performance until 16 September 1797, long after the burletta closed
on July 3.29 Several similar practices demonstrate how ubiquitous antislavery was
in sight and sound. Known for introducing satirical, antislavery dialogue in his
other popular Dublin and London productions, John O’Keeffe updated his old
musical farce The Son-in-Law (1780) by adding a new, nonspeaking Negro boy
character; Miss Standen appeared in the cast of the 30 July 1791 and 15 June
1792 Haymarket productions.30 Similarly, in The Merchant of Venice of 7 June
1799, Miss Sims played the role of Nerissa, Portia’s servant; later that night, she
sang Thomas David Rees’s “The Negro Boy,” with music composed by Thomas
Attwood, “in character,” which meant that she was cross-dressed, wearing black
textiles or makeup on her face and arms, and singing in pidgin. Because it was
a benefit night for Rees, Hill, and Sims herself, the house was likely full.31 The
generic Negro boy was a comedic type, not an individual: Sambo, Juba, Pompey,
Caesar, Rosario, and Cymbalo had typical slave names, no matter their country of
birth, because they all fulfilled the same function: visual and aural testaments to
an antislavery argument, they were all either free or freed during the play; they all
spoke and sang in pidgin either about British racism, the wish to be free, or how
to be a model master. This content in that form was “in character.”
The stage and masquerade practice of being “in character” helps to explain
the new prevalence of pidgin speakers by the late 1780s. It also tells us that stage
decorum, not realism per se, was the primary explanation of the proliferation of
these characters.32 Actors in makeup and costume delivering lines were “in character.” At other moments, an actor might be “out of character” and bow to a friend
in the audience or move about the stage while other actors delivered their lines to
the audience.33 By midcentury, “in character” announced that a character sang or
danced during the performance in the style of his/her role. Previously occurring
between acts or scenes, dance and song did not necessarily pertain thematically
to the play itself, so “in character” announces a new practice. Mainpiece roles
repeatedly advertised as “in character,” with new songs, include the low comedic
role of gravedigger in Hamlet, the mixed but technically comedic role of Shylock’s
daughter Jessica and her Christian lover Lorenzo in The Merchant of Venice, and
younger son and sailor Ben in William Congreve’s comedy Love for Love (1695).
Contemporary politics could figure in comedic ethnic roles; Teague from The Committee; or, the Faithful Irishman (1747) usually had “in character” songs.34 Popular
actors Ned Shuter and John Edwin performed “in character” songs for most of
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their farcical roles. Over the century, common sailors appear as “in character”
singers because Britain was so frequently at war.
“In character” was not just something Britons watched and heard on the
stage; it was something they did if they could. Performed by Dibdin to wide acclaim,
The Padlock’s Mungo immediately became a popular masquerade character. Even
more generically, Mr. Turnbull, part of the Prince of Wales’s entourage, was judged
“excellent” “in a negro girl.”35 Elite and aspirational prejudices of gender, rank,
country, and beauty emerged ironically in the masquerade; costumes frequently
worked through antithesis because the habit “ideally represented an inversion of
one’s nature.”36 Participants customarily selected characters from low life, such
as chimney sweepers, milkmaids, and rat catchers; exotic or “barbaric” foreign
characters, including elite and common Turks, Chinese, Indians, and blackamoors.37
If irony was typical, sympathy, or other motives, also induced some masqueraders
to choose a costume so that they might proselytize seriously especially after 1789.
During a masquerade, “in character” entailed the attendee not only wearing the dress and assuming the gestures of a particular stage or novel character
but also performing appropriate verse, song, or even the character’s actual lines.
A satirical newspaper item, possibly apocryphal, about East End nouveaux riches
illustrates the way that “in character” works topically. It reports, with distaste,
that the eccentric hostess of Sutton House, in Hackney, where many East India
Company directors and other city merchants lived, was reclined on a sofa at the
head of the supper table as she listened “to a Hebrew Broker, who, in the character
of a poor Negro Man, was repeating to her the story of Inkle and Yarico in verse;
the talk was new to her, and the Jew, we may suppose, did ample justice to its
poetic beauties, for she melted at the sufferings of her countrywoman Yarico.”38
Betrayed by her lover, the English merchant Inkle, the free American Yarico was
sold into slavery for profit. While the gossip draws satirical attention to the rude
behavior and ignorance of the hostess, with an anti-Semitic swipe at her interlocutor, the 1772 date suggests that the broker’s costume and performance pertained to
the months-long preamble to and deliberation of the Somerset Case. The timing is
just after the intervention of James Somerset’s godparents, when the former slave
was returned from being illegally sold and transported on a ship. In a different
example, a disjunction between masquerade character and characteristic speech
prompts the complaint: “A Wowski attired a la caractere, how if she had even read
the play, or seen it represented, knew not how to utter a sentence in character.”39
Yarico’s free black attendant Wowski originally appeared in the farcical scenes of
George Colman the younger’s opera Inkle and Yarico (1787); as the topical index
to the ills of slavery, she spoke stage pidgin. Commitment to comedic aesthetic
decorum technically entailed an author’s writing a quotidian character uttering
prosaic speech.
If stylized stage pidgin was “in character” for black servants and slaves because of their common origin either in Africa or the sugar colonies and the comedic
genre in which they appeared, it is intriguing to note that historical pidgin shares
some lexical traits with it. Various Atlantic pidgins and creoles spoken in coastal
trading factories, ports, ships, and plantations filtered into Britain through sailors,
military men, and slaves themselves. Linguistic scholars no longer regard pidgin
as a derivative, or a combination of two “pure,” established languages, one high
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(English) and one low (non-English); rather, scholars view pidgin as a compressed
language arising from contact between two or more groups with no common language under the conditions of trade, slavery, or colonization.40 Now considered the
newest and most modern of languages, pidgins and creoles are especially associated with Britain, the most successful nation in implanting its language globally:
English has spawned more pidgins and creoles than any other language.41 Pidgin
compresses several African, native Caribbean, European, and British Isles lower
class and regional ways of speaking; Arawak and Carib languages were the first
to disappear from this mixture. Pidgin’s original purpose was to enable intra- and
cross-plantation communication among slaves who came from different language
groups and between them and managerial whites.42 One theory of transmission is
that as a first-generation contact language, pidgin develops into an evolving creole
language in subsequent generations.43
Historical pidgin is attached to several low conditions that made the speaker
seem extremely unlike Britons: unfree or potentially enslaveable, non-Christian,
and usually non-white. Pidgin also lacks the geographical specificity of other British dialects; it may conjure up a colonial location, but not one more specific than
“somewhere in the Caribbean or Americas,” a region that not all Britons believed
was either similar to or even compatible with England.44 Nevertheless, historical
West Indian pidgin and stage pidgin both conjured up some of the same sounds.
Demonstrative pronouns dis, dat, and dose entered West Indian pidgin by way of
East Sussex and Kent; dem for those preceding a noun is common to some regions
of West Africa and Britain. Dere for there entered by way of Ireland; indentured
servants contributed distinctive sounds, such as trote for throat. Ting for thing
and teef for teeth are English: the “th” sound is not part of West African dialects
either. The first person singular me or mi means I in Ewe, Fante, and Ga dialects,
as it did in some British regions.45
Runaway advertisements for slaves and servants in London newspapers
frequently mention their accent as a means of identification: John Pye “speaks very
bad English,” a servant to Commodore George Walker speaks “broken English,”
and Orford “speaks bad English.”46 To combat this association, black men placing employment-wanted advertisements noted the range of their language skills,
including their fluency in a second language of Dutch, German, or French, or, more
rarely, all three. Intriguingly, a number of these men state a preference to work for
single gentlemen, often specifically in the military. Appearing beginning in 1742, the
advertisements increase in frequency during the early 1770s. A typical one reads:
“Wants a Place, a black Servant, who can shave and dress, is about 25 Years of
Age; has no objection to go abroad, as he speaks Dutch very fluently, and knows
French enough to carry him through that Country.”47 The failure to command standard English was a liability for any servant who wanted to move up in the world.
Servants and slaves alike, in fact and fiction, were commonly believed to be the
source of linguistic contamination that could occur in the influential early years of
an elite young Briton’s life when he or she was not at all or rarely in the company
of parents and older siblings. Wet nurses, either on or off site, were the cause of
most concern. The state-of-the-art advice recommended wet nurses’ ideal medium
breast size and body type as well as their cheerful temper, and it also counseled
readers to avoid those who stammered or those who had a heavy regional accent,
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“those that speak clownish, boorish, broad or broken English.” Instead, readers
were advised to find one “as delivers her words well and distinctly.”48 The command of standard English was also material for male servants in well-off households
because most wore livery; they were the public status symbol of their employers.
That West Indian pidgin ever became a commercially successful entertainment language is surprising, then, for a number of reasons. From 1430, the standard
language for literature was based on a dialect of London.49 Restoration authors
routinely represented Moorish, West African, Native American, and Caribbean
figures of all ranks as speaking in standard English. Narrators conventionally
mention that a person or character actually speaks “broken English,” even as they
depict her or him speaking in standard English. Derived from aesthetic decorum,
this habit continues through the eighteenth century sometimes also as a political
decision. The very few Restoration authors who represent African or American
languages deem a word or two sufficient to establish local color.50 Thomas Tryon’s
Friendly Advice to the Gentlemen Planters of the East and West Indies (1684) is
one of the first English “fictional non-fictions” to imagine a slave’s first-person
criticism of slavery.51 An English hatter who set up business in Barbados, Tryon
stages an extended satirical dialogue between a fictional master and slave. The slave
condemns the overwork and underfeeding, hypocrisy (religious and secular), and
violence of Barbados. The single foreign word that Sambo utters is “Bacchararo.”52
The accompanying side note reads: “So the Negro’s [sic] in their language call the
Whites.” Bacchararo’s context is significant: the master has just condemned his
interlocutor, and all slaves, as “a dark ignorant Heathen, scarce capable of common
Sense.” Sambo slyly responds: “I confess we are poor silly dark ignorant Creatures,
and for ought I find, so are many of the Bacchararo’s too, as well as we.”53 Tryon
imagines Sambo as the son of a priest, so his standard English accords with his
elite African birth and education as well as with the seriousness of Tryon’s satire
of the slave owners’ shocking behavior. Sambo’s exploration of the fine points of
Christian doctrine and behavior with the master establishes the blueprint for later
pidgin speakers contesting slave owners’ claims to any superiority, a legacy that
persists for over 150 years.
Defoe’s didactic, satiric Family Instructor (1718), his romance Robinson
Crusoe (1719), and W. P.’s farcical, satiric The Jamaica Lady (1719) have the distinction of representing the first extensive dialogue of West Indian pidgin-speaking
characters; remarkably, no other novelists or playwrights followed suit for decades.54
The first writer to specialize in pidgin speakers, Defoe creates his earliest slave
character Toby in The Family Instructor, volume 2 (1718). Assuming the form
typical of practical divinity, the extensive informal dialogue occurs between Jacky,
a young, religious boy of an un-Christian family, and Toby, a young Barbadian boy
who has been gifted to the London family.55 In the spirit of Tryon, it details the slave
owners’ violent behavior as well as expatiates Christian belief and practice.56 The
first words that Toby utters are “dam him,” and the father explains to his shocked
son that because Toby is not a Christian, he does not know that these words are
sinful. The cursing seems to reflect poorly on Toby, but, we are informed, he merely
imitates the common phrase of island white people.
A prototype for subsequent slaves in performance and novels, Toby serves
an initial function of informing the reader about corrupt masters and abused slaves.
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In response to Jacky’s question, Toby observes about Barbadian custom: “the white
Mans say GOD Prayers; no much know GOD.” The lesson drawn is that they are
hypocrites. Jacky asks, “And what do the black Mans do?” Toby replies: “They
much Work, much Work; no say God Prayers”;57 masters keep the slaves in perpetual labor and ignorance. By contrast, Toby notes that the white men feast and
pay social visits to each other on Sundays, but they do not attend services either.
Jacky asks why the black men do not attend church, and Toby explains that masters
forbid them to know God because they believe that baptism will elevate the slaves,
resulting in their freedom and in the consequent loss of their profit. Toby’s innocent
answers eventually lead the horrified Jacky to denounce the planters. Later, when
Jacky’s mother chimes in that they should not have Toby baptized because he will
run away, her perspective is instantly dismissed as un-Christian (FI, 308).
Toby’s linguistic role exceeds the pages of The Family Instructor; he popularizes the trope of the talking book, which Henry Louis Gates, Jr. identifies as the
“ur-trope of the Anglo-African tradition.”58 In a dialogue frequently repeated over
the next century in children’s literature (and in Laurence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy
[1759–1766]), Jacky questions his cousin and then his father about whether Toby
has a soul, why Toby is black, and whether his soul is also black (FI, 317). Defoe’s
blending of the old form of practical divinity with topical material is evident by
a glance at The British Apollo (1718), a thrice-weekly newspaper, which had just
reprinted a question about the cause of black complexion in people.59 Satisfied that
Toby has a soul like his own, Jacky resolves to teach Toby to read so that he may
access God’s word directly. Toby fears that God will not hear him if he prays; Jacky
reassures him that God bids him to pray. Toby retorts with the bluntness children
are known for: “You bid me [pray]; GOD no bid me.” Jacky points to the Bible:
“all that is said in that Book, GOD says,” which prompts Toby to wonder, “How
GOD speak to me? me no can read” (FI, 322). Although James Albert Gronniosaw,
John Marrant, Ottobah Cugoano, Olaudah Equiano, and John Jea all wrote their
captivity and slave narratives in standard English, and published them between
1770 and 1815, it is likely that Gronniosaw, at least, drew from Defoe’s text: The
Family Instructor went into sixteen editions by 1766 and was reprinted regularly
thereafter through 1800 on both sides of the Atlantic.
Toby calls himself a “poor black Boy” before his baptism and education
(FI, 323), a catchphrase that became ubiquitous only in the Negro songs of the
1790s. Defoe’s narrator remarks that baptism made Toby a Christian and “gave
him a Title to his Liberty, so as that he was no more a Slave to serve without
Wages; yet he would never accept of that Advantage, nor by any Means leave his
Master [Jacky], or become a Servant for Wages, till his Master was grown up and
voluntarily gave him his Dismiss” (FI, 352). Toby’s Christian forbearance is the
rare, exemplary response to the kindness of the father and son. As a character in
a didactic genre, he delays his independence because of its economic uncertainty
and his gratitude: he has been improved through religious instruction, and he is
well treated (if Toby had left a good master after his baptism, it would discourage
owners from baptizing their slaves). Victims of global economic forces, but beneficiaries of Christian conversion, Defoe’s slaves and native Caribbean characters
exist to inform and convert avaricious, tyrannical, and ignorant Britons.
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With Robinson Crusoe, Defoe is the first author to exploit West Indian
pidgin for its ludic potential. In two scenes that occur several years apart, Friday’s
pidgin mysteriously intensifies rather than attenuates. On the island, when Crusoe
asks Friday what his nation does with the men that they take in war, the Caribbean Islander Friday replies: “my nation eat man’s too, eat all up.” Years later in
the Pyrenees, Friday’s pidgin is more exaggerated in the thematically linked bearbaiting episode in which Defoe strangely introduces the double “ee” for the first
time appended to Friday’s verbs. Friday boasts of what he will do to the bear: “me
shakee te hand with him . . . Me eatee him up: Me Make you good laugh.”60 In
essence, Defoe writes a pantomime-like farce afterpiece to the island episode that
inserts Crusoe and Friday into the stock comedic duo of master and man, in which
Friday assumes the customary servant/slave role of entertainer.61
Defoe’s contemporaries objected to the way that he represented his characters’ speech. Charles Gildon’s The Life and Strange Surprizing Adventures of Mr.
D___ de F__ (1719), which went into three editions, criticized Defoe’s command of
realistic principles. Gildon faults Defoe for having the Morisco Xury speak broken
English and for failing to have Crusoe speak broken Arabick when they are both
enslaved in Morocco.62 Gildon’s Friday reproaches Defoe: “Have injure me, to make
me such Blockhead, so much contradiction, as to be able to speak English tolerably
well in a Month or two, and not to speak it better in Twelve years after.” Disingenuously, Gildon’s Defoe offers a literary and market-driven rationale to Friday,
one that proposes that his pidgin “authenticates” the fiction of Friday’s speech for
the common reader: “I did not make you speak broken English to represent you
as a Blockhead, incapable of learning to speak it better, but merely for the Variety
of Stile, to intermix some broken English to make my Lie go down the more glibly
with the Vulgar Reader.”63 Friday’s pidgin remains a sticking point for subsequent
revisers of Robinson Crusoe for didactic purposes.64
As if taking a cue from Gildon, William Chetwood’s knock-off novel Captain Richard Falconer (1720) accounts in realistic terms for the standard English of
William Plymouth: an African gifted to a West Indian merchant turned pirate, raised
as a slave in England, he was baptized, and, on his own, became a good Christian.
He ends up as a musician with a pension for life, a waged servant with security,
to a far more elite and worthy character, the governor of Cuba. A playwright and
a prompter at Drury Lane, Chetwood also wrote Captain Robert Boyle (1726),
which was reprinted into the next century. The protagonist is given two South
American natives as a gift; providing a model for readers, he has them instructed
in Christianity and literacy, names them Robert and Joseph (after family members),
frees, hires, and dresses them in modern (rather than fancy) habits so that they
will fit in.65 Their English, readers are informed, improves over time. Realism also
guides The Voyages, Travels, of William Owen Vaughan (1760) in which Chetwood
has an English character enslaved in Tunis learn the “Moorish tongue” in order
to communicate with his master. Chetwood’s revisions make a case for form and
content elevating his African- and American-born characters to the status of fellow
Christian Britons. Similarly, Penelope Aubin’s black slave characters, originally
from Angola and Northern Africa, are represented as freeing themselves or being
freed by Europeans; the slaves speak the same standard English of the European
characters in The Noble Slaves (1722) and Charlotta du Pont (1723). Aubin hints
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that their shared diction is more suited to her didactic purpose, which represents
a small group of characters of various origins and stations who all act selflessly to
help each other—the opposite of the Crusoes of the world. Possibly Defoe registers,
if stubbornly, the critique of his competitors when the pidgin-speaking Negum of
Religious Courtship (1722) is characterized as “a sensible inquisitive fellow,” who
reads both Italian and English, an accomplishment far beyond the ability of most
Britons.66 Whether to create black characters speaking pidgin or standard English
was a debate that resurfaces in the outpouring of didactic, juvenile fiction. By
1788, a majority of juvenile fiction writers were deciding in pidgin’s favor, even as
Thomas Day’s rapidly reprinted History of Sandford and Merton (1783–89) and
Laetitia Barbauld and John Aiken’s influential Evenings at Home (1792–96) both
feature free, standard English-speaking slave characters.67 The choice of speaking
style does not map onto authorial politics, since most juvenile fiction argues against
racism and slavery.
The commercial viability of West Indian pidgin was not, then, immediately apparent to writers until the late midcentury. Vocal, dancing, and sartorial
impersonation of Greek, Roman, Russian, Moorish, and American slaves has a
long, popular European history on the stage, in parades, and at masquerades. The
most popular, such as the London Lord Mayor pageants, featured mythological,
royal, and common black characters, all costumed according to their respective
ranks, but all singing in standard English following georgic and pastoral conventions. A 1743 advertisement for the famous actor Tony Aston promises that he
“exhibits his learned comic demonstrative Oratory on the Face, with English,
Irish, Scotch, and Negroe Songs, in proper habits” at the Temple Punch-House.68
The quondam soldier and sailor had served in Jamaica and several coastal North
American colonies; since 1716, he had performed with his wife and son, mostly
in taverns between Edinburgh and London. The aging, impoverished Aston was
attuned to the commercial potential of impersonation, so it is noteworthy that no
print evidence exists that he sang Negro songs until the 1740s, and, even then, most
of his advertised performances omit that hook while mentioning impersonations
of popular stage characters in English, Irish, and Scottish dialect and song.69 The
syntax of the complete advertisement of Aston’s performance notably nestles “Negro” alongside of ethnic and geographic regions of the British Isles.
For most of the century, neither visual nor aural blackface impersonation
was as popular as other kinds of entertainment. In Aston’s era, pidgin-speaking
male and female slave characters occured only in a handful of contemporary farce
theatricals, none of which were performed publically, including the twice-printed
London-based ballad opera The Jew Decoy’d (1733), one of six plays derived
from Hogarth’s The Harlot’s Progress and the only one with a speaking role for
the Negro boy character; The Fancy; a Comedy as it Was Acted Between Two
Jamaica Families, during the Time They Resided in London, until They Returned
into Their Own Country (1744); and The Sailor’s Opera; or, a Trip to Jamaica
(1745), printed for the author.
With James Townley’s farce afterpiece High Life Below Stairs (1759), the
cadences of West Indian pidgin likely could be heard on the London main stage for
the first time in the accent of at least one of the two slave characters from Jamaica:
Kingston, a footman, and Chloe, a kitchen wench. The thoughtless, spoiled master,
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also born in Jamaica but now resident in London, reforms by the play’s conclusion,
which entails his learning to manage his household and not be managed by his
favorites, the butler and the housekeeper, who are both cheating him. While the
farce itself was frequently performed for over a century, the characters Kingston
and Chloe were not copied in other productions. The original Kingston was John
Moody, Irish by birth, who had been part of a company of players in Jamaica
between 1745 and 1758. An actor in the mold of Aston, Moody introduced a
distinctly Jamaican sound to the stage the year after he returned to London.70 On
the printed page, the footman Kingston’s dialogue differs orthographically very
little from the white coachman’s, but it would have sounded new. Moody’s input
is most noticeable when the snoozing, drunken Kingston is forced awake by his
master, in disguise as a fellow servant, who grabs his nose. Kingston yells at him
confusedly: “Oh! Oh! What now? Curse you!—Oh, Got tam you!” His drinking
buddy the coachman, also rudely awakened by the master’s slapping him, yells out
in standard English, “Damn you!” 71 The numerous printed versions of High Life
Below Stairs all replicate Kingston’s accent as “Cot tam you”; only the much shorter
(by about half) 1780 version, taken from the Drury Lane’s manager’s performance
book, retains the more formal sounding “Curse you” and expunges the rest.72 Such
variations suggest an ongoing debate about the appropriate representation of black
characters’ speech in performance and written texts.
When Isaac Bickerstaff came to write the role of Mungo for The Padlock
(1768), a hit comic opera farce, he consulted Moody on vocabulary and syntax.
Listed as Mungo in the Larpent Manuscript, which was submitted to the censor
eight days before the initial production, Moody was replaced subsequently by
Charles Dibdin, who was the more adept singer. Dibdin recalls: “the part would
never have been written as it is but for Moody’s suggestions, who had been in
the West-Indies, and knew, of course, the dialect of the negroes.”73 Moody’s authoritative input shows up when the amanuensis crossed out his initial rendering
of Mungo’s three utterances of “damn” and replaced them with “tam.” It may
be pure coincidence that both Kingston and Mungo repeat in the farcical register
Defoe’s Toby’s first shocking words.
The character of Mungo cemented the sound of a pidgin-speaking role but
did not originate it, as several scholars erroneously have argued.74 Even though the
quotable, wily West Indian slave was not sufficient to make other pidgin-speaking
characters popular, his longevity on the stage was important to transforming pidgin
into the default entertainment language. Bickerstaff was inspired by Cervantes’s
short novel The Jealous Husband of Estremadura (1640), which had been reprinted
six times in England, most recently in 1766.75 Mungo’s original was Lewis, “an
old Negro,” a music-loving eunuch character who serves in a household in Seville
with four white servants and two black female slaves, all of whom speak standard
English in the translations. Importantly, in Bickerstaff’s version, Mungo acts as
an agent of satire.76 Satire is the mode of writing that connects pidgin speakers in
didactic novels to those of stage farce.
Moody’s rendition of West Indian pidgin, accepted as realistic by those
who knew of his contribution, is the conduit for Mungo’s criticism of Don Diego,
the master who overworks and beats him in the typical cartoonish manner of farce
and pantomime. Smarter than his master and thwarting him at every turn, Mungo
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utters conventional complaints about his treatment, enabling audiences to enjoy
his performance. The point of farce was not to make the audience worry about a
character’s fate; that was the job of tragic, heroic, or sentimental plays featuring
characters of elevated rank. Farce’s only apparent goal was to divert the audience.
Mungo is no pushover. Don Diego asks, “Can you be honest?” Mungo replies innocently: “Me no savee Massa, you never ax me before.” Diego specifies: “Can you
tell truth?” Hedging for money, Mungo demands: “What you give me, Massa?”
Diego complies: “There’s a pistreen . . . do you know of any ill going on in my
house?” by which the elderly master means is the young Leonora true to him? In
a purposeful misdirection, Mungo states knowingly: “Ah, Massa, a damn deal.”
Diego, startled, responds: “How! That I’m a stranger to?” Mungo’s punch line
has satirical umph: “No, Massa, you lick me every day with your rattan: I’m sure
Massa, that’s mischief enough for poor Neger man.”77 All reviewers agreed that
Mungo kept audiences laughing uproariously at his quintessentially bad servant
behavior, the zingers delivered to his faulty master, and his stock complaints of
the life of a slave—the common tropes of slave and servant roles since Plautus and
Terence and reappearing in force since the Restoration.
Mungo’s two solo songs offer an unexpected emotional depth, a momentarily plaintive modulation of the purely humorous conflict of the farcical plot.
Sung at the conclusion of Act1, Scene 4, with Don Diego overhearing, Mungo’s
first song was widely reprinted: “Dear heart, what a terrible life am I led, / A dog
has a better that’s sheltered and fed; / Night and day ’tis the same, / My pain is
dere game ;/ Me wish to de Lord me was dead. / What e’er’s to be done, / Poor
black must run; / Mungo here, Mungo dere, / Mungo every where.”78 Mungo’s
second song features less pidgin; it seems to be an innocuous ditty about his love of
music, but the final line, which hinges on the single pidgin word that signifies the
owner of humans, abruptly introduces a sinister tone that concludes Act 2, Scene
2 with a vision of servant revelry and his owner’s death. Mungo sings: “We dance
and we sing,/ Till we make a house ring, / And, tied in his garters, old Massa may
swing.”79 Men and women alike wore garters, and they were devices of suicide
and impromptu hanging in stage comedies.80
The Drury Lane manager David Garrick recalls the metropolitan “rage”
that followed in the wake of Mungo’s debut, especially how his pidgin entered the
common parlance: “The object of this passion was a black servant, named Mungo,
well enough drawn, and speaking English as the African negro invariably does;
for the rest, frolicksome, drunken and faithless, and always ludicrous. A common
question in life was soon answered, ‘No Massa’—‘me lilly tire’ displaced ‘I am a
little tired’—the weary porter sat down to rest upon his load, with the exclamation
of Mungo—‘You damn hamper! you carry me now.’ Nay, the very Senate roared
with laughter, when an honourable member ejaculated the darling sounds, ‘Mungo
here, Mungo there.’”81 The play’s reception elevated Mungo to a type.82 Crusoe’s
Friday, by contrast, does not attain generic status until the nineteenth century, and,
when he does, it is as Man Friday, a servant.
Arguably, stage satire found a specific vehicle to criticize racism and slavery
with the Somerset Case. This crucial event, adjudicated the spring before the 23
October 1772 debut of Garrick’s afterpiece The Irish Widow (1772), announced the
distinctiveness of Britain from its slave colonies. Lord Mansfield eventually argued
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that slavery had never been authorized by positive law in England and Wales and
that it was unsupported in common law. An exchange about legal equality versus
racial precedence comprises the play’s sole reference to Somerset. In a brief episode,
typical of what critics called temporary satire, or topical allusion, the eponymous
protagonist instructs her servants: “Follow me, Pompey; and Skips [another footman] do you follow him.” Pompey, played by the seventeen-year-old Master Cape,
complains: “The Baccararo whiteman no let blacky boy go first after you missis,
they pull and pinch me.”83 The footman sententiously agrees in the only standard
English spoken: “It is a shame, your ladyship, that a black negro should take the
place of English christians—we can’t follow him indeed.” The widow dispatches
with the footman’s racism in a comic comeuppance when she threatens to fire him:
“Then may you follow one another out of my my sarvice [sic]; if you follow me,
you shall follow him, for he shall go before me; can’t I make him your superior,
as the laws of the land have made him your aqual [sic]? therefore resign as fast
as you plase [sic], you shan’t oppose government and keep your places too, that
is not good politics in England or Ireland either, so come along Pompay [sic], be
after going before me.”84 The two-act comedy, performed regularly through the
early nineteenth century on both sides of the Atlantic, was a hit initially because
Mrs. Barry spoke stylized brogue “humorously” and maintained a vivacious bodily
presence, two of the hallmarks of any successful comedy.85 The two dialect speakers
are the moral center of the play, and the visual symbolism of Pompey preceding
his mistress would not have escaped audiences.
Garrick was not alone in making a pointed, brief allusion to English racism
and slavery on stage. A steady trickle of private and public farce theatricals ensued
that featured a single pidgin-speaking blackface character, usually in a small satirical
role that criticized the pretensions of aspirational Britons. A significant group of
famous actors, playwrights, and London theater managers solidified pidgin’s ascendance on the stage from the late 1760s through 1790s: on the creation/managerial
side, Bickerstaff, Garrick, Samuel Foote, Dibdin, O’Keeffe, Colman the younger,
and Cross wrote the parts and controlled the repertoire. On the acting side, Moody,
Dibdin, John Edwin, John Fawcett, and female actresses who could sing, including Mrs. Kennedy, Mrs. Martyr, Mrs. Love, Miss George, and Miss Romanzini
played the parts of both young black male and female slaves and servants from
the Americas, Caribbean, and East Indies—a trend that intensified in the 1790s.
Most influential in popularizing stage pidgin was Colman’s Inkle and
Yarico (1787), a main piece opera of five acts. The timing of the play coincided
with Parliamentary debates about the slave trade and the formation of an anti-slave
trade lobby: its plot was highly topical. Arguably, the love match between the black
American servant Wowski and the Cockney servant Trudge was the innovation
that most contributed to pidgin’s longevity as an entertainment staple; they were
the comedic but moral center of an otherwise sentimental play. While not the first
representation of an interracial couple on the comedic stage, Trudge and Wowski,
even more than the standard English speaking Yarico and Inkle, had an unprecedented, immediate impact. Colman displayed how pidgin could conjure up the
topicality of slavery through sound and sight and denote status distinction within
the same ethnic group. The heroine, a copper-complected native American, speaks
in standard English, a contrast to her black attendant Wowski’s pidgin; Yarico’s
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lines operate in the register of sentiment, and Wowski’s occur in the registers of
satire and farce. As the only speaking black character (the others were nonspeaking
slave extras), Wowski, a low comic version of Yarico, is the untutored outsider and
moral barometer who is the didactic contrast to perverted Britons and Barbadians.
With short lines, Wowski is the “straight man.” Her interlocutor, the wisecracking,
big-hearted Cockney servant Trudge, carries out the satirical thrust of their dialogue.
For instance, Trudge warns Wowski to guard her furs and feathers because some
one might steal them at the Barbados port. Wowski innocently asks: “Steal! What
that?” and Trudge ironically comments to the audience: “Oh Lord! see what one
loses by not being born in a Christian country.”86 Later, Wowski worries that now
that they are in Barbados, Trudge will no longer love her. Wowski inquires: “What
make you love me now?” Trudge responds sincerely: “Gratitude, to be sure.”
Wowski: “What that?” Again, Trudge ironically turns the satire on hypocritical
Britons, not Wowski, as he addresses the audience: “the poor dull devils of her
country are all in the practice of gratitude without finding out what it means; while
we can tell the meaning of it, with little or no practice at all— Lord, Lord, what a
fine advantage Christian learning is!”87 This satirical dialogue, a comic inversion of
received knowledge, was so well regarded that it appears under the serious heading
of gratitude in The Beauties of Modern Dramatists (1800).88 Although Wowski’s
speech is entirely in pidgin, most of her songs are not. A serious testament to her
love of Trudge, “White man, never go away” is in standard English; it is her only
song that was popular, appearing in six songsters, almost all of which were published
only after the 1789 production.89 For the more sentimental moment captured in
song, pidgin gives way to standard English.
In the wake of Wowski and Trudge, playwrights and librettists engaged
in rapid experimentation with pidgin as a way to denote aurally all kinds of differences, including female gender and enslaved status. Male English sailor and
servant figures routinely fall in love with pidgin-speaking female characters in the
1790s. These symbolic English everyman figures befriend, free, and marry black
and copper female slave or servant characters from the Americas, Caribbean,
Africa, and the East Indies. The couples’ witty banter and their songs, with an
occasional sentimental moment, focus the satiric energy on deconstructing English racism and slavery. Usually initiated through a low pun on complexion, and
thereby introducing word play about dark complexion, color prejudice had been
stock in comedies throughout the century; these plays, however, aim to subvert it.
Visually and aurally, these mixed couples were powerful symbols: their fictional
union was a patriotic statement of unity. Comedy plots involving marriage entail
the formation of a fictional but ideal new community (with either the expulsion or
conversion of the powerful blocking character), as C. L. Barber, M. M. Bakhtin,
and Northrop Frye variously demonstrate.90
Versions of Colman’s Trudge and Wowski recur in afterpieces that played
frequently throughout the rest of the century, including William Macready’s The
Irishman in London; or, The Happy African (1792); the anonymously authored
musical drama The Death of Captain Faulknor (1795), set in the Caribbean; and J.
G. Holman’s The Votary of Wealth (1799), set in Warwickshire. Mariana Starke’s
The Sword of Peace (performed 1788; printed 1789), set on the coast of Coromandel, adapts the formula to the London servant Jeffreys, who purchases the freedom
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of the black, pidgin-speaking slave Caesar. Possibly because the play is a mainpiece
comedy, Jeffreys’s conversion from a thoughtless, racist Briton is signaled by his
suddenly speaking in standard English: the moment that he perceives that Caesar’s
enslavement is an undeserved plight, he stops speaking in an insult-laden slang.
Colman innovates with his own formula in The Mountaineers (1793) and in The
Africans (1808). In the latter, the comedic slave Sutta is the sole pidgin speaker,
which marks both her ethnic and status difference from all of the other characters,
comic and serious alike. Under the guise of low entertainment, the pidgin speaker
anchors antislavery and antiracist sentiment in plays set outside the Caribbean.
Standard English came to denote a leading black male character, especially
one who was either a literate or Christian slave. A Highlander and former soldier in
North America, MacLaren penned The Negro Slaves (1799), a one-act drama with
songs, set on a plantation. Taught to read by the recently dead servant “English
Tom,” the virtue-loving male slave Quako speaks and sings in standard English;
his equally appealing love interest Sela speaks in pidgin. The play ends with the
newly freed slaves expressing a desire to go to England: almost all fictional pidgin
speakers are quite glad to be or become Christian and/or free British subjects.
Found to be demeaning by recent scholars, first and foremost, this sentiment was
a patriotic dog whistle to the audience; the slave characters’ wish for freedom or
desire to live in Britain was a common device that allowed slavery to be criticized
as un-Christian and un-British.
Extremely well regarded for its scenery and acting, John Fawcett’s pantomimical drama Obi, or, Three-Finger’d Jack (1800), based on a historical episode,
has the leading man, the rebellious slave and eponymous anti-hero three-fingered
Jack, speak standard English, but all of the other slaves speak and sing in pidgin.
The one air that was singled out as exceptional, and reprinted fully in the newspaper
reviews, was Mrs. Mountain’s Negro song. Her role is as wife to the “courageous
Negro” Quashee, who had previously converted to Christianity to obviate the power
of Obi. Subsequently renamed James Reeder, Quashee dies helping to vanquish
Jack. Her role as grieving wife also doubles to conjure up a generic, bereaved slave.
The third stanza reads: “My love be kill’d; how sweet he smil’d; His smile again
me never see; / Unless me see it in the child / That he have left poor Ulalee./ Poor
Negro woman, Ulalee!”91 At the new Royal Circus, Cross’s King Caesar (1801) represented a complex tale of love, jealousy, and slave rebellion set in Saint-Domingue.
While most of the characters use African words during their dialogue and songs,
translated in print versions at the bottom of the page, an innovation, Cross assigns
standard English to the dramatic star, the Obeah-trained and eventually rebellious
Mackandal, who was, like three-fingered Jack, a historical figure. The lesser male
and female characters, both serious and comic, speak in pidgin.
What seems like literary pidgin’s most troubling qualities—its generic
lowness and its static nature—turn out to its most politically productive traits.
Transferable among common characters who were survivors of the same global
processes—deracinated native Caribbean Islanders and Americans, East Indian
servants, and African-descended characters in slavery or servitude—West Indian
pidgin in fact and fiction did not, like other literary British regional dialects, conjure up the vitality of a shared, cross-rank local community in a slave colony or
the orality of a simpler society untouched by commercial forces. On the contrary,
pidgin was a modern language brought into being because of global actors united
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by trade, the profit motive, and slavery, which made it an appropriate form for the
purposes of satire within both the didactic and comedic traditions.
In late twentieth-century marketing, the term genericide emerged to describe the process that occurs when an individual brand, such as Xerox, Kleenex,
or Hoover, comes to stand in for all other similar products and consequently wipes
out the unique qualities of competitors. For generations, the generic brand dominates the market in consumers’ imaginations and linguistic habits. As a critical
term, genericide speaks to the way that generic black characters, usually by way of
the West Indies, linguistically and visually overwrote the representation of native
American, East Indian, and South Pacific characters on the stage. It is an artistic
strategy that goes against the grain of an age known for its newfound scientific
commitment to the taxonomy of racial difference. Through well-known stage
codes of genre, dialogue, and song, common black characters were symbolically
transformed into common Britons.92 To study stage pidgin as a form of genericide
is to acknowledge the homogenizing forces of acculturation. Scholars before me
have documented the world-changing economic and political forces at work, but
we have yet to understand fully how managers, writers, and actors participated in
another, related process. Neither the didactic nor the comedic forms of commercial entertainment have received the kind of attention that they warrant because
scholars have often taken both at face value.
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